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S.M.A.R.T. GOALS

•
Speci�c - Put out relevant
content consistently.

•
Measurable - Engagement
Rules! 

•
Actionable - Blog post
marketed through Facebook.

•
Relevent -The content will tie
into the selling the First Annual
Gala.
Time bound - How many tickets
will be sold by Nov?
 

The "Words Mean Business" strategy was developed by
Stupendous Copy to implement copywriting principles into content
marketing to showcase the value of the brand. Content marketing
educates the audience about your product/service without coming
o� as "salesy."   

THE CHALLENGE
Colorado Black Health Collaborative needed to increase engagement
among Colorado's African American population to raise funds to
decrease healthcare disparities.

Colorado Black Health Collaborative o�cially became a non-pro�t
organization in 2009. After their �rst uno�cial event, the Family Reunion,
positive feedback from the community created a focused mission.

 

The challenges they faced were a lack of �nancial support, raising brand
awareness, and getting a high level of engagement. 

 

Providing enough value to their audience was the challenge so that they
will interact with the content. Using copywriting techniques infused with
related stories, the content became valuable enough for the audience to
get comments, likes, and other opportunities.

CBHC's Vice Chair, Terri Richardson
"Stupendous Copy has done a great job
writing and researching health-related
topics. The articles have proven to be the
most viewed on our website."

RUDY BROWN 
Copywriter/Content Strategy



The Solution
The audience was engaged using stories and relevant events tied
in with healthcare facts and statistics.
 

The “Words Mean Business” strategy)increased the engagement of CBHC's
audience. We decided to use certain types of content to accomplish this
(primarily blog post marketed by Facebook) and implement copywriting
techniques in marketing channels that already existed. We kicked o�
the engagement strategy with the Black and Healthy campaign. 
 
Since the blog posts are marketed on Facebook, CBHC decided not to
disclose the private statistics (the conversation rate of readers from
Facebook to the website).

The Results
The First Annual CBHC Black & White Gala had over 400 guests.

The membership drive went well but the organization realized it didn’t have
the manpower to keep it going. The key result was people were signing up
at a rapid rate. It proves the campaign was a success.
 
The success was measured with the engagement the organization received
from the community, other organizations, and the high attendance of their
marquee event. 
 
We were able to provide valuable content that was FREE for the potential
ticket buyers and volunteers. The method of digital marketing was
relatively inexpensive for the non-pro�t. 
 
Contact them now if you need a reference to the work I did:
info@coloradoblackhealth.org 

mailto:info@coloradoblackhealth.org


DO YOU NEED CONTENT THAT WILL
HAVE YOUR AUDIENCE ENGAGED?

Let me walk you through the steps you can take to create the

experience you've always wanted for your prospects. Click the button

below to book your free content consultation now!

SCHEDULE A FREE CONSULTATION WITH ME NOW!
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